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Rotomolding Market News - Asia
 F

Prince Pipes launches Storefit Water Tanks in 3 states

Integrated piping solutions & multi polymer manufacturer,
Prince Pipes and Fittings Limited (PPF) has launched Prince
Storefit Water Tanks in Rajasthan, Haryana and Maharashtra
as part of the company’s introductory range of overhead
water storage solutions. The company manufactures product
at the Dadra (Union Territory Dadra and Nagar Haveli ) plant
using the roto moulding process and finds extensive use for
installation at home, offices, factories, commercial places,
hospitals, schools, camps and places that need large
volumes of hygienic water storages.

Click here to read more :www.indiainfoline.com 

Rotomolding Market News - Europe
 F

Transporting vaccines in a -80°C environment : OLIVO's the french specialist
for this kind of mission

The vaccine against COVID 19 developped by Pfizer requires
to be maintained at extremely cold temparatures while it is
transported : this challenge has been taken by OLIVO, the
only french company that received the necessary Cémafroid
certification. Cémafroid is the industrial authority for the cold
chain market. This certification allows OLIVO to occupy a
sweet spot in the world market, the company's products
being sold in more than 40 countrys. "We took up the
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mecanic constraints challenge that comes from the 100 °C 
wide temperature differences observec between the
conainer's exteriore and interior environments", explains
Pascal Seneclauze, Olivo's CEO. (Translated from French)

Click here to read more :Le Progrès 

What do bulk containers and eaches have in common? 

More than you might think, actually. In fact, e-commerce is
a hot new application for mobile bulk containers,
ergonomically handling items and small boxes that need
special attention. It’s the next obvious step after laundry
carts. You’ll see. As we all know, there’s always opportunity
to improve on a good initial idea. And, that’s exactly what
Meese Inc. did many years ago as it expanded from canvas
into plastic rotomolded laundry carts. Just as you already
suspect, these bulk containers have many other uses. One in
particular might surprise you.

Click here to read more :www.scmr.com 

Spain : Rototank plans to triple its business volume in two years and is looking
for land to grow in Biar

The Alicante-based company, whick manufactures waste
containers continues on its path to growth. Rototank, which
also happens to be the heir of the old toy company Jesmar,
will close the 2020 financial year with a business volume of
more than 5 million euros (4.6 million in 2019), and its
business plan includes reaching 12 million euros in two
years, so that it will practically triple its income compared to
the last year. (Translated from Spanish)

Click here to read more :valenciaplaza.com 

Rotomolding Market News - North America
 F

Frul Inc. Releases New Tesla Cooler

Frul Inc. has released their first custom-built Tesla cooler,
the Frul R3. The Raleigh, North Carolina-based company
designed the R3 to make use of the frunk, a clever storage
space under the hood of the Tesla Model 3. The cooler is
manufactured at Redline Plastics, a Wisconsin-based plastics
manufacturer. Joining brands such as Yeti and RTIC, Frul
elected to produce the R3 through rotomolding, a
manufacturing process widely considered to be best suited
for coolers due in part to superior ice retention and
durability.

Click here to read more :www.digitaljournal.com 

California rotomolder opening South Carolina plant
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Peabody Engineering & Supply Inc., a rotational molder of
polyethylene storage tanks, is spending $5.6 million to open
a factory in Liberty, S.C. The South Carolina Department of
Commerce announced the news Dec. 

Click here to read more :www.plasticsnews.com 
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